
 

 

 

 

 

Negotiating Private Pricing Term Sheets:  
Top 10 Critical Considerations 
 

AWS, Azure, and Google offer enterprise clients significant service discounts when they commit 
to an annual spend. These discounts can lead to extensive benefits. It can also lead to 
expensive risks if an organization lacks a clear understanding of their spend and the structure of 
their agreement. This guide includes our top ten critical considerations to help you navigate an 
AWS enterprise agreement. These considerations are based on 20+ years of cloud strategy 
experience and current spending and pricing trends captured by our proprietary FinOps 
intelligence platform.  

These considerations are also highlighted in a 10-part series posted on Vega Cloud’s LinkedIn 
channel. Follow us today for additional insights on FinOps intelligence and orchestration 
strategies.   

 

1. Private Pricing Term Sheet Readiness 

While AWS is quick to tout the savings provided by Savings Plans (SP) and Reserved 
Instances (RI) it is harder to find information about AWS’ Private Pricing Term Sheet 
(PPTS), formerly known as Enterprise Discount Program (EDP). A PPTS provides a 
cross-service discount on the AWS services you consume in exchange for committing to 
a certain annual spend. The more you commit to spend, the larger the discount.  

AWS dropped the annual minimum commitment from $1,000,000 to $500,000. This 
agreement sounds simple except for the fact AWS frequently expands their service 
portfolio and the available options. The dynamic nature of the services combined with a 
traditional term of three years can make accurate forecasting a challenge.  

It is critical to have full visibility into your environment and extensive cross-department 
planning to make sure you avoid leaving large sums of money on the table or paying 
for a wide variety of unused services. 

 

2. AWS Calculation for Commitments  
AWS uses a basic calculation to determine the yearly commitment: 
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Yearly Commitment: (Last 6 Months of Net Spend x 2) + 20%* 
PPTS Commitment:  Yearly Commitment x PPTS Term  

*20% represents an estimated annual cloud spend growth 

For example, if you spend $100K per month and commit to a 3-year PPTS term, your 
commitment total is $4.32M.  

Yearly Commitment: ($600K x 2) + 20% = $1.44M 
PPTS Commitment:  $1.44M x 3 = $4.32M 

Here is a list of eligible services for PPTS.  

 

3. AWS Commitment Risks  

Underconsumption Risk 

If you made a 3-year commitment to spend $4.32M and the actual spend is only $3.5M, 
you still owe AWS the $4.32M and required to pay the difference.  

Overconsumption Risk 

If you use all of your prepayment before the term ends, your pricing changes to the on-
demand list price until the end of the term. 

Net Spend Risk 

It is important to remember Net Spend is the total after all the discounts are applied. If 
your discount is 9% and your annual commitment is $1.44M, your actual consumption 
needs to be approximately $1.57M.  

AWS includes SPs and RI discounts in the total Net Spend which can complicate 
tracking actual consumption against commitment. 

 

4. Calculating Future Growth 

If your organization has implemented or plans to implement a cost 
awareness/optimization process, make sure those are applied to your future growth 
projections to avoid under/over consumption risks. 

Example:   
2023 Cost Optimization Plan  

c Right size production environment – Due 2/20/23 
c Auto-park customer support desktops during non-business hours – Due 3/5/23 
c Implement new storage and archive policy – Due 4/16/23 

Estimated Cost Savings by Task 
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Optimization Task Est. Annual Savings 
Right size production environment 4% 
Auto-park support desktops 2% 
New storage and archive policy 1.5% 

 

2023 Compound Savings from Optimization 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
0% 2% 6% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 

 
2024 Compound Savings with No Additional Optimization 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 7.5% 

 

 

5. PPTS Requires Enterprise Support  

AWS Enterprise Support provides 24x7 technical support and a health dashboard. The 
support is a requirement for a Private Pricing Term Sheet (PPTS) and the hefty price tag 
may impact your budget.  

Enterprise Support Pricing 

Greater of $15,000.00 per month 

- or - 

10% of monthly AWS charges for the first $0--$150K 

7% of monthly AWS charges from $150K--$500K 

5% of monthly AWS charges from $500K--$1M 

3% of monthly AWS charges over $1M 

*Add-on available for addition fee: AWS Incident Detection and Response 

Source: https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/pricing/ 

The good news is cost applies towards your commitment and qualifies you for the PPTS 
discount.  

 

6. Leverage AWS Marketplace 

Software purchased through the AWS Marketplace applies to your enterprise 
commitment. If you plan to purchase New Relic, Trend Micro, or other products see if the 
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software is available through the Marketplace. Vendors are very amenable and may give 
you a link to make life easier. Most vendors will also honor negotiated discounts.  

Marketplace purchases can equal up to 25% of your commitment. 

 

7. Timing - When to Negotiate a PPTS 

You’ve finished your migration to AWS.  It’s time to negotiate your PPTS…right?  
Truthfully, you probably already missed out on some of the benefits. Migrations, product 
releases, mergers, and acquisitions should all be taken into consideration when 
considering a PPTS.   

Remember growth is an important consideration in your commitment number. Consider 
this factor to determine when to sign the agreement. 

 

8. Service-Specific Discounts 

Customers can ask AWS for additional discounts on specific services such as storage 
and egress charges. This only works for services with high usage – think petabyte 
range.  

The deeper discount will come with its own commitment usage level agreement which 
you will have to track.  

 

9. When to Renegotiate Terms 

Do you have an existing AWS agreement and spending more than the commitment?  

It may be time to renegotiate the terms of the agreement. These agreements are time-
consuming on both sides so ensure the effort is worth the investment. If you are running 
20%+ above the commitment level, it’s time to have the conversation. 

 

10. Use Outcome Investments 

You can ask for investment based on business outcomes. This is a fancy way of saying 
AWS will provide credits for modernizing your applications. This can include refactoring 
applications and moving away from legacy designs, migrating off commercial databases, 
or adopting serverless or containers. It can also be based on creating new applications 
in AWS. If you are planning a cloud transformation, ask if it falls within the AWS 
business outcomes category.  

NOTE: The outcomes must be achievable and may require timelines tied to them. 
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Often organizations focus on the cross-service discount rate. The effective rate is the real 
metric organizations should be measuring. The effective rate is the combination of ALL the 
discounts mentioned in our top ten considerations.  

Example of Effective Rate 

Cross-Service Discount Rate  15% 

 

Effective Rate 27% 

Service-Specific Discounts 
Outcome Investments 
New Term Adjustment 
 

The effective rate discount is the number stakeholders and decision-makers should use when 
determining if a PPTS is right for the organization. Although this guide focuses on enterprise 
agreements with AWS, the concepts can easily transfer to discount programs provided by 
Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud.  

If there are topics you would like us to cover related to FinOps intelligence and orchestration, 
please let us know.  

Contact us at: info@vegacloud.io 

 

About Vega Cloud 

Vega Cloud is a multicloud FinOps Intelligence platform for enterprise and cloud-first 
organizations who want to take a quantum leap forward in how business is conducted in their 
industry or by their customers. The patented technology provides information and controlling 
activities to analyze, explore, share and manage public cloud infrastructure in a single location. 
Vega unleashes the power of hyper cloud to accelerate breakthrough improvements without 
disrupting the productivity of supporting teams. For more information visit: www.vegacloud.io. 


